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Abstract

It is increasingly possible to render high fidelity 3D com-
puter scenes in a reasonable time on modern computers.
Accurate models and high fidelity visualisations of many
natural environments are now possible for a wide vari-
ety of applications, including computer games and train-
ing simulations. This paper discusses a proof-of-concept
of a pipeline for modelling and rendering of physically
accurate virtual underwater environments. The following
work is based on the three-dimensional modelling applica-
tion Maya, and the Radiance suite to provide high fidelity
lighting visualisation of underwater environments for pos-
sible training scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Due to the costs associated with deep-sea underwater ex-
ploration and engineering, it can be beneficial to under-
stand, using a computer simulation, an underwater en-
vironment prior to undertaking any operation. In such
a computer simulation it is essential that the computer
graphics are physically accurate as failure to do so could
lead to significant problems due to the dangerous nature
of such environments. Authentic underwater rendering
could be used to allow divers and submersible ROV1 pi-
lots to predict underwater visibility and analyse optimum
equipment and procedures for a range of underwater con-
ditions. Furthermore, recent attempts at underwater scenes
within the entertainment market, although believable, are
of limited physical accuracy and are often time consuming
to create. A streamlined system for creating underwater
scenes for this market would allow accurate underwater
scenes to be created efficiently.

Alias’ Maya is a 3D modelling package used to
produces complex 3D models. It has been widely
used in many high profile films, games and visualisa-
tions [25]. Radiance produces final rendered images, it
uses ray-tracing to create highly accurate lighting visual-
isations [26]. This paper presents a method of faithfully
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recreating underwater environments using these two ap-
plications as well as other advanced rendering techniques.
The system’s input is to be based on a set of observable pa-
rameters. The initial focus will be purely on static images,
with a view to developing a later interactive version.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 covers a few of the main considerations in accurately
recreating an underwater environment. Existing software
solutions for creating underwater scenes are looked at in
Section 3. Section 4 concentrates on the implementation
of the proposed system. Results of the works are presented
in Section 5 and conclusions of the system are given in
Section 6.

2 Underwater Environments

The density of water is approximately 800 times greater
than air. The consequence of this is that light interacts dif-
ferently in this environment and thus underwater environ-
ments require a special rendering approach. Interaction
with water molecules and suspended particles cause ef-
fects, including loss of contrast, diffusion of rays, change
in colour and reduction of intensity. The perceived colour
of the sea is largely to do with the biological state of the
water [19] [20]. Light scattering causing optical effects
such as caustics and shafts of light due to atmospheric par-
ticles is also an essential consideration for any underwater
scene. The water surface has a great effect on light below
the surface. At the surface, light can be both refracted and
reflected. The gentle waves in a water surface produce the
caustic effects seen at the bottom of the ocean where light
has been focussed to produce a variation of light intensity.
In addition, flat surfaces cause a mirror effect with more
light reflected than during rough conditions.

When photons enter water, a complex chain of absorp-
tion and scattering takes place. This is ruled by the ra-
diative transport equation (1) which characterises the ra-
diance change along a path in the form of an integro-
differential equation as a function of radiance L at point
x in the direction −→ω with absorption α and scattering co-
efficient σ [12]. An accurate simulation needs realistic and
efficient water surface and light interaction models. These
account for caustics, light absorption and intensity and the
effect of the bio-optic state. We will use photons maps to
accurately model these effects.
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3 Previous Work

One of the major uses of Computer Graphics is to simulate
environments. The use of interactive simulation provides
an imitation of a state of affairs or real device. It is of-
ten valuable in environments where it may be prohibitively
expensive or dangerous to venture without previous train-
ing. Simulators have been used to replicate aircrafts, space
flight, trains and automobiles. In order to create a realistic
simulator, it is important that the graphics are as accurate
as possible.

One of the most recent significant demonstrations of un-
derwater effects was in Finding Nemo. To create these
effects, Pixar’s Renderman was adapted to blur objects
based on ocean depth and distance from the viewpoint.
Water interaction was created by modifying Fitz, Pixar’s
fur and cloth simulator[1]. Obviously these methods are
not physically real.

Existing advanced ray-tracing solutions, including Ra-
diance, can accurately render scenes, recreating effects
such as reflections, refraction and absorption. They also
are able to produce physically accurate specular reflec-
tions and shadows. Our solution adapts these methods
to produce authentic renderings. In addition to a physi-
cally based rendering solution, accurate participating me-
dia, surface and lighting simulation need to be incorpo-
rated.

Research into realistic participating media is a com-
plicated problem which requires the solution of the ra-
diative transport equation. A solution using a volumet-
ric photon map demonstrated the ability to model silty
water[12]. The Lucifer system used a curved photon map-
ping solution to model effects caused by inhomogeneous
media[10]. It is important that our volumetric media is re-
lated to data on water content to validate its accuracy[20].

Generating accurate renderings of water surfaces has
been a significant area of research[4][24], with many pro-
posed solutions each with their own pros and cons. In
general solutions are split according to the depth of the
sea environments. Although there are built-in methods of
generating a sea surface within programs such as Maya,
these are based on generating shaders and displacement
maps. They are not physically based and do not enable us
to alter the effects under the surface[2]. For the purpose
of this project, we need a solution based on the physical
theory of waves. There are several suitable solutions in-
cluding one of the original models, Stokes Waves as well
as Gerstner Waves[15][14]. Both, however, have weak
points and are not directly related to any quantifiable evi-
dence. A suitable system was recently described in a paper
by Premoze and Ashikhmin[23]. This system is based on

oceanographic research and controlled by observable pa-
rameters such as wind speed and direction.

4 Implementation

As stated previously, the goal of the project was to cre-
ate physically accurate results, the definition of this is
somewhat vague. The ideal solution would be to be ca-
pable of recreating a scene as if the environment actually
existed, being visually and measurably indistinguishable
from real-world images[8]. As this work concerns a proof-
of-concept, we will take physically accurate to mean per-
ceptually indistinguishable, and not necessarily measur-
ably precise due to the modelling inconsistencies to the
real-world scenes. The system is to be capable of repro-
ducing effects as described in Section 2.

Our research is based on existing modelling and ren-
dering methods. These methods are however largely con-
cerned with rendering of scenes above water, which is sig-
nificantly different to underwater. One of our main con-
siderations is thus the need for an accurate method of sim-
ulating the volumetric nature of water, taking into account
light scattering/absorption. Radiance alone is not adequate
for rendering such scenes due to its reverse ray-tracing im-
plementation. Photon mapping can be used to overcome
these shortfalls and accurately model effects such as re-
fraction of light causing caustics [11] [13]. The Fraun-
hofer ISE photon map which has been implemented to
work with Radiance can be used for this purpose [3].

4.1 Volumetric Nature

Implementation of a volumetric shader has to be capable
of replicating the scattering of light within the ocean. This
scattering varies depending upon the type of biological
material in the ocean. Different types and concentration
alter the perception of the environment. The system also
needs to be capable of recreating murk, that is, the filter-
ing of light with depth. To model this, an implementation
of multiple scattering and absorption in anisotropic media
with non-uniform density distributions would be the most
accurate, however, it would also be extremely time con-
suming to process. We thus face a trade off between the
accuracy and complexity of the volumetric shader and the
time it will take to produce meaningful images.

The compromise we chose was to implement our sys-
tem using Radiance’s single-scatter approximation. This
uses a Heyley-Greenstein eccentricity model for forward-
scattering (2) [16] which is most suited to thin and low-
albedo scatter media. This material is controlled by prop-
erties for the in-scatter (light scattered into view direc-
tion), out-scatter (light scattered away from view direc-
tion), and absorption. The rate of absorption is modelled
using the absorption coefficient which is a function of
wavelength(3). The scatter function is based on the wave-
length of light and the integrated average of angle between



the incident and scatter direction(4). Total loss of radiation
is a summation of both of these (5).

f(θ) = pHG(θ, g) = (1−g2)/(1+g2
−2g cos(θ))1.5 (2)

ka(λ) = absorbed fraction per unit distance (3)

ks(λ) = ks(λ)f(θ) (4)

kt(λ) = ka(λ) + ks(λ) (5)

A crude layering strategy was used to create a feeling
of murk within the scenes allowing greater depths to ap-
pear darker than that of water closer to the surface. This
layering is currently only discrete rather than a more suit-
able analogue approach. The interface between the water
surface and the volumetric material representing the water
is also currently somewhat coarse due to the complexity
required to develop an accurate blending between the two.
Both these limitations will be addressed in the future.

4.2 Lighting

A key factor to the realism of the scene is to accurately
model the distribution of lighting of the Sun and Sky. In
particular we need to consider the intense radiation of the
sun and the redistributions within the sky. A Radiance
tool, gensky is used to generate this, based on IES lumi-
naire data, with parameters to specify the time and loca-
tion. To help the user analyse suitable equipment for ex-
ploration, a tool to experiment with different types of un-
derwater lights was implemented. This tool allows users
to specify parameters to accurately create lights based on
manufacturer’s information of standard lights [21].

4.3 Surface Conditions

Due to the difficulty of creating the surface of the water,
a balance is needed between accuracy, computational ef-
ficiency and complexity. Waves can be assumed to be
composed of a linear combination of sinusoidal waves as
a result of wind [4]. Experimental statistical measure-
ments of waves have shown they have Gaussian distribu-
tions [7]. We have implemented wave generation using
Fourier transform, based on the work by Tessendorf [24]
and Mastin et al [4].

Implementation of the wave generator is split into the
following sections: main module, interface unit, conver-
sion module and GUI. The main module is for key tech-
nical implementations including the Fourier transform. To
convert into the specific modelling package commands the
interface unit is used. The conversion unit converts units
and measurements. The Interface Unit and GUI are depen-
dent upon the modelling package, the other two sections

can be developed independent of any modelling package.
Implementation of the overall system is similarly divided
into two sections; scene generation, and the rendering en-
gine.

4.4 Scene Generation

Underwater scene generation can be carried out using a
variety of packages. For the purpose of this work, we
developed a package based around Maya since it allows
easy development of tools to increase its functionality. In
the future our system could include integration with CAD
packages so that blueprints for submersed structures can
be directly imported into our system.

Once the scene is generated, we use our developed ex-
tension to generate waves to act as the sea surface. This
extension is developed using MEL2 script for platform in-
dependence. The script creates a surface to represent the
sea surface based on a set of specified parameters. A future
generation could be carried out using, for example C++, to
give a better performance.

4.5 Rendering Engine

Although this could be implemented in many languages,
the main program was developed in Java for easy proto-
typing and portability. In a future version this could be
implemented in C++. The rendering engine was specif-
ically designed to prevent the user from having to learn
how to use the rendering tools, Radiance and Fraunhofer
ISE photon map. Within the rendering engine program,
parameters are specified for the original scene file, includ-
ing view point and parameters to specify the scene proper-
ties (participating media, sky light distribution, secondary
lighting). The rendering engine then generates new scene
file(s), along with another file providing Radiance with in-
structions as to how to render the scene. The new scene
files to include the scene parameters are created and the
Gensky and Lampcolor programs are used to generate the
Sun/Sky light distribution and lighting properties respec-
tively. To specify a viewpoint from which to render the
scene, a script developed by Gillibrand was used to export
a camera view point [6]. Radiance is then run in the back-
ground to render the desired image.

5 Results

In order to test the performance of the system, photographs
of a real scene were taken, and a model of it created us-
ing Maya. Generated results were then compared to that
of the photograph. Comparisons were also made between
the aesthetic Maya renderer and our physically based sys-
tem. The performance of the system to accurately capture
factors such as bio-optic state, depth, light intensity and
position, and secondary lighting was also evaluated.
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Figure 1: Photograph of scene to be rendered, the Kor-
moran in the Red Sea

Figure 2: Maya render of scene

Figure 3: Physically based render

The selected scene was of a ship wreck in the Red Sea.
The scene includes effects such as caustics, light shafts and
the underwater phenomenon, Snell’s window. The water
is relatively low in marine life, providing a predominantly
blue environment. The original scene can be seen in Fig-
ure 1. The scene rendered in Maya is shown in Figure2
and the physically based render, Figure3.

A number of techniques have been developed to com-
pare image fidelity[22][5][17] using numerical and per-
ceptual methods. Perceptual methods of analysis are most
suited to comparing our images due to the geometric mis-
alignments within the scene. Although neither the Maya
or physically based render significantly resemble the orig-
inal photograph, this is primarily due to the quality of the
modelling. It can, however be seen that our rendering sys-
tem produces effects which have not been produced by the
Maya image. The increased accuracy of our system to re-
produce the volumetric nature of the water and light inter-
action is apparent.

6 Conclusions

As the figures show, it is possible to compute good ap-
proximations of underwater scenes, but there is still some
way to go before we can achieve the high fidelity required
by the underwater industry. A number of improvements to
our system are being considered.

To reduce the cost of computation, only homogeneous
media and non spectral rendering were considered. Ac-
counting for inhomogeneous media and spectral rendering
would allow a system to be developed incorporating in-
elastic scattering, accounting for energy transfers between
wavelengths and curved ray paths as a result of Fermat’s
Principle. The Lucifer system incorporating these was de-
veloped by Gutierrez et al[9].

To minimise processing complexity, whitecaps were not
included in wave generation. Whitecaps are the foam on
waves, caused by a breaking wave dependent upon temper-
ature difference and chemistry of the water. For increased
realism these should be included, a suitable approximation
has been developed by Monahan [18]. Another feature
also currently absent from our system is particulate matter
in the water.

An important development required for an interactive
system is to implement a model of the surge and swell
present in the sea. Improved accuracy of the surface model
and volumetric renderer needs to be considered, extending
our model to shallow water environments. Non-uniform
scattering and particles would also increase accuracy of
the system.
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Figure 4: Demonstration of volumetric rendering from a
distance

Figure 5: Example of refraction from sea surface
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